**38.05.01 Economic Security**

**Forensic Economic Expert Analysis**

*Department: Accounting and Auditing (56)*

**Program objective**

Forensic economic expert analysis is a special class of expert research, combining knowledge of various areas of economics, transformed for legal purposes.

Program graduates analyze financial, accounting and other reporting information; conduct auditing activities; evaluate the effectiveness of internal control, audit and accounting systems. Forensic activities include legal proceedings, prevention, disclosure and investigation of offenses in the economic sphere.

**Curriculum features**

- Economic security
- Corporate financial and risk management
- Financial law
- Forensic economic expert analysis
- Economic analysis
- Tax audit
- Professional specialized software products for automated accounting and reporting, financial calculations, control and auditing activities

**Key professional areas**

- public relations in jurisprudence and economic security
- events and actions that pose threats to economic security
- events and actions of a corrupt nature that violate the legal rights and interests of individuals, legal entities, society and a state
- behavior of business entities, their costs, risks and financial results, accounting systems and their automation.

**Practical training and employment opportunities**

- State Atomic Energy Corporation "ROSATOM" companies
- National institutions for tax, finance and financial monitoring
- Renowned largest audit companies (KPMG, PwC, FBK, “LLC Rödl & Partners. Auditing services”, etc.)
- Public and private banks (Sberbank of Russia, URALSIB, VTB, etc.)